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Review essay 

Field theory in comparative context: 
A new paradigm for media studies 

RODNEY BENSON 
University of California, Berkeley 

Via the English-language translation of La Distinction, Pierre Bour- 
dieu's approach to the reception and appropriation of cultural objects 
is already well known. But English-speaking scholars have yet to profit 
fully from Bourdieu's work on cultural production, particularly as it 
relates to the news media.' Bourdieu and research associates including 
Alain Accardo, Patrick Champagne, Remi Lenoir, Dominique Mar- 
chetti, and Louis Pinto develop a new paradigm for the sociology of 
journalism centered around the concept of the "media field."2 Their 
basic thesis is that as journalism has become less autonomous from the 
economic field, its influence and pervasiveness have also increased. 
The news media, serving as an agent of dominant power, are under- 
mining the autonomy of other spheres of cultural production, and thus 
the optimal social conditions for the production of scientific knowledge 
and artistic innovation. 

In service of this intellectual project, Bourdieu and associates contrib- 
ute to the Anglo-American tradition of news media research in at least 
three important ways. First, the focus on the mezzo-level of the "field" 
offers both a theoretical and empirical bridge between the traditionally 
separated macro-"societal" level models of the news media, such as 
political economy, hegemony, cultural and technological theories, and 
micro-"organizational" approaches. Second, in contrast to research 
that concentrates on either news organizations or audiences, but rarely 
both, their field theory focuses on the links between the two. Moreover, 
it challenges the dichotomy of "passive" versus "active" audiences, 
insisting on the pre-established harmony of circuits of production and 
reception. Third, field theory highlights processes of change, both how 
the media field itself is transformed and how a reconfigured media field 
affects other major societal sectors. Finally, and in contrast to the 
Anglo-American tendency to separate serious research and political 
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engagement,3 Bourdieu, Champagne, and others propose and imple- 
ment a concrete program of political and intellectual action to remedy 
the social ills they identify. 

I begin by placing the model of the media field in the context of Pierre 
Bourdieu's theory of fields, capital, and habitus. I then illustrate the 
media field approach by analyzing several field case studies, most not 
yet available in English translation. Through systematic comparison 
with other approaches to media research, I conclude by highlighting 
the unique contributions offered by the field theory, while pointing out 
what I argue are some still unresolved difficulties. 

Theoretical framework 

Fields and the conjlict between heteronomy and autonomy 

The starting point for understanding the media field paradigm is Pierre 
Bourdieu's general theory of fields (champs). Drawing on and modifying 
Weber's sociology of religion, Bourdieu sees society as differentiated 
into a number of semi-autonomous fields (e.g., fields of politics, eco- 
nomics, religion, cultural production, etc.) governed by their own "rules 
of the game" and offering their own particular economy of exchange 
and reward, yet whose basic oppositions and general structures parallel 
each other. These binary oppositions are reflections and refractions of 
the overall class division in society, between the dominant and domi- 
nated classes, but also the split within the dominant class, between 
dominant economic and political power on the one hand and domi- 
nated cultural power on the other. That is, society is structured around 
a basic opposition between "economic" and "cultural" power, with the 
latter generally being weaker but, as in Weber, influential to the extent 
that it legitimates and masks economic wealth. Reproducing this larger 
societal division between the "economic" and "cultural" poles, each 
field is structured around the opposition between the "heteronomous" 
pole representing economic and political capital (forces external to 
the field) and the "autonomous" pole representing the specific capital 
unique to that field (e.g., artistic or scientific or other species of cultural 
capital). 

Fields, then, can be differentiated both according to the kinds of specific 
capital that are valued therein and by their degree of relative autonomy 
from each other and in particular from the dominant economic and 



political fields. No field is entirely autonomous, although mathematics 
and poetry are perhaps closest to the ideal. In the scientific field, 
autonomy means that scholars are able to pursue research and then be 
judged by their peers according to standards based purely on scientific 
reason. In Bourdieu's model, total domination exists when one field 
dominates all others and thus there exists only one acceptable "definition 
of human accomplishment" for the entire society.4 A field's autonomy is 
to be valued because it provides the pre-conditions for the full creative 
process proper to each field and ultimately resistance to the "symbolic 
violence" exerted by the dominant system of hierarchization. 

The news media in the largerjield ofpower 

The first step toward understanding how and why journalism functions 
as it does is to locate it vis-a-vis other fields. This is accomplished 
through the method of social "mapping," which combines ethnographic 
observation and statistical analysis to break with common-sense 
understanding of the social world and, thus, from the distance afforded 
by the scientific gaze construct an "objective" picture of the social 
world. Objective in this case, however, does not mean the total picture 
of reality: For the understanding to be complete, as I explain below, it 
must be joined with an analysis of the constitution of the particular 
subjectivities of the actors in the field. 

Following the technique utilized by media field researchers, we first 
attempt to locate the journalistic field in its most immediate environ- 
ment, which is the field of cultural production.5 This is the field in 
which various sorts of writers, artists, musicians, and scientists engage 
in symbolic production. The field of cultural production is part of the 
field of power, that is, the field at the dominant pole of the all-encom- 
passing field of social classes. But following from the current historical 
situation in which economic capital dominates cultural capital, the 
field of cultural production is dominated in turn by those fields closest 
to economic power, the economic and political fields. Within the field 
of cultural production, this hierarchy of power is reproduced, with 
some fields lying closer to the economic pole than others. 

The field of cultural production is divided between the field of re- 
stricted production (produced for other producers, that portion of the 
field closest to the cultural pole - small literary journals, avant-garde 
art and music, etc.) and the field of large-scale production (produced 
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Figure 1. The structural location of journalism. 

for general audiences, that portion of the field closest to the economic 
pole - mass entertainment, e t ~ . ) . ~  The journalistic field is mostly inside 
the field of large-scale production, and thus situated closer to the 
heteronomous pole of economic and political power. (Figure 1 shows 
journalism's precise structural location: Moving from left to right, the 
proportion of economic capital (CE) to cultural capital (CC) increases. 
Moving from bottom to top, the total volume of capital, either cultural 
or economic, increases.) 

Field theory further locates journalism in its immediate structural 
environment, the ensemble of fields politics, social sciences, and -

journalism - that compete to "impos[e] . . . the legitimate vision of the 
social ~ o r l d . " ~  The media field's "mediating" role - its unique man- 
date to enter into and explore other fields, and then publicly share 
its findings - allows it actively to influence the relations of power 
throughout contemporary societies. Champagne attributes the jour- 
nalistic field's "ambiguous position" in the field of power to the fact 
that journalism is powerful in its effects, but by reason of this power is 
strongly dominated by the economic and political field^.^ 



To conceptualize the location of other fields in the field of power, one 
must imagine Figure 1 as three-dimensional. Thus, hovering above the 
field of cultural production, but moving progressively closer to the 
right side of the field of power as the proportion of economic capital 
to cultural capital increases, are the fields of the university, professions 
(law, medicine, etc.), national government bureaucracy, politics, and 
econ~mics . '~We would then see, for example, that a position in ho- 
mologous locations in the bureaucracy and journalism contains the 
same proportion of cultural to economic capital, and the same overall 
volume of capital. Yet, since these positions exist in different fields with 
their own specific logic, they are not reducible to each other. Under 
certain conditions, such as when the occupant (individual or organiza- 
tional) has a similar disposition due to comparable social trajectory, 
these homologous positions will tend to produce similar kinds of 
tastes, actions, and opinions. Field theory would predict that readers 
of Le Monde, for instance, would tend to occupy homologous positions 
in the university, bureaucratic, political, and economic fields. 

Fields and struggles for distinction 

In addition to the division between heteronomy and autonomy, the 
field of journalism (as with all other fields) is structured around the 
opposition between the "old" and the "new." Through analysis of new 
entrants into a field, media field researchers also add an important 
dynamic element to the model, showing how the "objective" structure 
is related to the "subjective" perspectives of individual agents. Objec- 
tive structures and subjective experiences are not two competing ex- 
planations of the social world but are rather two intertwined aspects of 
reality. The complexity, capacities, and character of any particular 
agent is due not to his or her submission to or freedom from the effects 
of a field, but rather to the particularity of any life's trajectory within 
and through a series of fields. Put another way, society consists of 
"objective histories" embodied in systems, organizations, codes, and 
hierarchies, and "histories incorporated in habitus," which are "personal 
dispositions toward sensing, perceiving, thinking, acting, according to 
models interiorized in the course of different processes of socializa- 
tion." " Thus, the social scientific study of journalistic production, why 
a certain story is chosen and written in a certain way, is a process of 
detailing the convergence of "disposition" (hahitus) and "position" 
(structural location within a field). 



For field theory, both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of 
demographic change in a field are crucial. A rapid influx of new agents 
into the field can serve both as a force for transformation and for 
conservation. At the managerial or organizational level, new agents 
can only establish themselves by marking their difference with those 
already in the field, and thus they have the greatest incentive to found 
a new kind of press outlet or adopt a distinctive editorial voice. Quan- 
tity of new entrants relative to available positions, however, is also 
important, particularly at the entry levels. Increased competition for 
scarce jobs tends to make journalists more cautious and conformist, 
contributing to simple reproduction of the field.12 But it is important 
to point out that these morphological changes are crucially mediated 
by the internal logic of each field and thus the same demographic 
stimulus may produce entirely different kinds of effects across a range 
of fields. 

As Alain Accardo stresses, it is also essential to examine who is enter- 
ing the field - what are their social/economic origins, where did they 
go to school and receive professional training, and how did they rise in 
the profession? Changes in the class composition of new entrants can 
be one source of dynamism in the field, though more likely via down- 
ward than upward mobility.13 The extent to which higher education 
and professional training increases the autonomy of the field or aids 
the forces of heteronomy is an empirical question. The growth of jour- 
nalism schools has helped solidify and diffuse professional journalistic 
standards.14 At the same time, organization of these schools along the 
"American model" of narrow technical skills divorced from critical 
intellectual training has made journalists less likely to question the 
status quo.15 An increase in the number of elite French journalists 
who have studied at the exclusive Institut d '~ tudes  Politiques de Paris 
("Sciences-po"), also attended by a good share of the nation's future 
government officials and business leaders, has also conceivably further 
lessened future journalists' inclination to adopt a critical stance 
toward the dominant political viewpoints. Comparable developments, 
of course, could be examined in other national contexts. 

In general, then, entry into the journalistic field requires acceptance of 
the basic rules of the game, which themselves are a powerful force of 
inertia. Thus, while the opposition "old-new7' has the potential to trans- 
form the balance of power between heteronomy-autonomy within the 
field, and ultimately the larger societal structure of class relations, it is 
only under certain conditions. But to understand how these conditions 



are produced and with what effects, we must first examine in greater 
depth the internal dynamics of the journalistic field. 

The Frenchfield ofjournalism 

The distinction between (relatively) large-scale and (relatively) restrained 
production is reproduced within the journalistic field (television versus 
print), within each medium (the private TF 1 versus the public ~ r t e ' ~ ) ,  
and within each media enterprise (front page political news versus the 
specialized "rubriques" of the inside pages).'7 Thus, it is difficult to 
speak of journalism tout court, because in fact, there are marked differ- 
ences within the journalistic field, depending on how close a media 
outlet, news desk (metro, culture, business, etc.), or individual journalist 
is to either the autonomous or heteronomous poles. 

What can and does change is the relative "attraction" of the two poles. 
Bourdieu uses the metaphor of Einsteinian physics: "The more a body 
has energy, the more it deforms the space around it. A very powerful 
agent in a field can deform all the space, force all the other space to 
organize itself around it." l8 In more concrete terms, media power is 
ultimately the power to "consecrate," that is, name an event, person, or 
idea as worthy of wider consideration. In a democratic society, a rela- 
tively wide range of stories and ideas appear somewhere. Only a hand- 
ful, however, are picked up by the entire press and attract widespread 
public attention.I9 The extent to which a particular medium or media 
enterprise is able to exercise such consecrating power is an indicator of 
its relative weight within the field. 

Field theory's two-fold analysis - of the shifting relationship between 
heteronomous and autonomous power, and of the changing demo- 
graphics of new entrants into the journalistic field - produces the 
following historical narrative of post-war transformations of the French 
journalism field: Until the 1970s, the journalism field was strongly 
marked by a division between "serious" journalism produced for elite 
audiences and "popular" journalism produced for mass audiences. 
Cheap sensationalistic newspapers arose in the mid- to late nineteenth 
century. Their reach was broad, though not national, and their credi- 
bility was low. This is not to say that circulation is not important to a 
newspaper's influence. But journals able to exercise powerful effects on 
the political field had to combine relatively high circulation with jour- 
nalistic excellence. Thus, the elite, serious press maintained a largely 



unchallenged power to legitimize (or not) stories that appeared in the 
popular, party, and alternative press. After the Second World War, Le 
Figaro, and later Le Monde, wielded this kind of power in France. 
Because of this ultimate veto on the excesses of the popular press, 
commercial but serious journals pulled the journalism field as a whole 
closer to the intellectual pole, despite the fact that journalism depended 
then as now on paying readers and advertisers. Under this regime, the 
dominant definition of the "good journalist" was someone who em- 
phasized the accuracy of facts, earned the respect of his or her peers, 
and refused scoops and sensat i~nal ism.~~ 

Until at least the mid-1970s, French television and radio, despite their 
massive audiences, could not challenge the pre-eminent consecrating 
power of the serious print press. The audio-visual media, as the French 
call them, were controlled by the state and thus both in fact and in the 
eyes of the public and other journalists were more a part of the political 
field than of the journalistic field. Advertising was not introduced on 
French television until 1968 and steadily increased during the 1970s. 
Mitterrand's opening up of the audio-visual sector to allow new com- 
mercial stations in 1982, culminating in the 1987 privatization of TF1, 
dramatically changed the balance of forces within the journalistic field. 
Privatization raised television journalism's credibility with the public 
and at the same time increased commercial pressures on television to 
maintain high audience shares. With greater credibility and far larger 
audiences than the old popular press, television can accomplish what 
the popular press was never able to do: bring powerful and "legitimate" 
commercial pressure into the heart of the journalistic field and thus 
pull the entire media field away from the intellectual pole toward the 
commercial pole. 

In contrast to the serious print media, television's power "rests not in 
the intrinsic quality of its journalistic product." Rather its power lies in 
its wide, nearly universal diffusion, which gives it unparalleled capacity 
to shape opinion and makes it so highly valued by politicians. In the 
new commercial television-dominated media regime, the "good jour- 
nalist" is the one who attracts the biggest audience or readership.21 
This is not to say that the serious press no longer wields influence, nor 
that the intellectual standards it upheld have disappeared. It is only to 
say that television has become a competing, and ultimately dominant, 
consecrating power. Television's increased "weight" is evident in the 
fact that the number of pages devoted to television coverage has in- 
creased in the print press (even in Le Monde), that television journal- 



ists are increasingly respected within the journalistic field (for example, 
one French television announcer was subsequently named the editor of 
a major news magazine), and that news reported by television, even if 
it would have been in the first instance ignored by the print press, often 
becomes an "event" simply by virtue of appearing on television and 
thus must be reported by the print press.22 Moreover, commercial 
television no longer always bows to the news judgments of the serious 
print press. 

Television has, in summary, modified the "circulation of information" 
within the media field, that is, which stories and which kind of stories 
get picked up and become "media events" and which stories remain on 
the inside pages or in the small alternative journals. Moreover, because 
it has offered a competing definition of good journalism measured 
in audience ratings, it has broken down the old dichotomy between 
"serious" and "popular" journalism, undermining the power of the old 
intellectual standards to guide the behavior of journalists. But perhaps 
the most far-reaching effect, as I detail below, has been the ways in 
which a television-dominated journalistic field has imposed its commer- 
cial logic on the other fields in the field of cultural production, such as 
the judiciary, philosophy, and medical research, and on the political 
field. Because fields are closely intertwined and because journalism in 
particular is a crucial mediator among all fields, as the journalistic 
field has become more commercialized and thus more homologous 
(more overlapping) with the economic field, it increases the power of 
the heteronomous pole within each of the fields, producing a conver- 
gence among all the fields and pulling them closer to the commercial 
pole in the larger field of power. (In Figure 2, as journalism becomes 
more closely aligned with the economic field, its total volume of capital 
[the vertical axis] increases and its proportion of economic to cultural 
capital also increases [the horizontal axis]. Thus, from the 1970s to the 
1990s, journalism moves upward and rightward in the field, bringing 
the other fields along with it. Figure 2 also shows a relative decline in 
the overall capital volume of the political and university fields.)23 

Journalism's influence on society: Three "field case studies" 

Philosophy and the scientiJic academy 

For the relatively autonomous scientific and cultural fields, contem- 
porary journalism is like a Trojan horse, warily granted admission 
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inside the fields' walls only to provide crucial support to those inside 
agents closest to the heteronomous pole who seek to overturn the exist- 
ing h i e r a r ~ h i e s . ~ ~  In part, such invasions are due to the purely intellec- 
tual aspects of journalism, a generalized intellectualism with an interest 
in breaking down specialized academic enclaves and celebrating those 
public intellectuals closest to its own amateur eclecticism. It is television 
that has helped give journalism a wider reach and capacity to trans- 
form the fields with which it interacts. The original source of these field 
transformations, however, lies not with the media, but with broad 
demographic and social changes rooted in the post-war expansion of 
the French university system and the creation of a "reserve army" of 
unemployed cultural workers.*' This has created incentives within a 
number of specialized fields for young agents unable to advance via the 
consecration of their peers touse the mass media as "a weapon in their 
internal battles with the guardians of orthodoxy."26 



The field of philosophy, examined by Louis Pinto, has been the most 
visible and significant battleground in which the mass media have 
served to redefine the meaning and scope of intellectual power in 
France. Since the end of World War I1 and accelerating since the 
1960s, philosophy has seen its dominant intellectual position decline 
as social scientific disciplines useful to economic and political power 
have risen in prestige and importance. At the same time, philosophy 
retains in France a certain moral authority to speak truth to power. As 
in any field, one's response to external threats to the value of the 
cultural capital prevalent within a field depend on one's position in the 
field. Those closest to the autonomous pole, who have received the 
consecration of their peers, responded to the crisis of philosophy 
through the "fierce and desperate perpetuation of the scholarly princi- 
ples to which they owe their intellectual e ~ i s t e n c e . " ~ ~  In contrast, those 
closest to the heteronomous pole, often the young or those marginally 
employed on the margins of academia, had an interest in creating a 
new definition of philosopher and a new purpose for philosophy. At the 
same time that the expanding university system had created too many 
candidates for too few academic jobs, it had also created a vast new 
educated public for philosophical writings, especially those of an inter- 
mediate level of difficulty and connected to the large issues of the day.28 
Le Monde and the weekly Le Nouvel Observateur helped resolve this 
crisis, in the process changing the balance of power within the philo- 
sophical field, by defining, locating, and celebrating a new generation 
of "worldly philosophers" such as Bernard-Henry Levy, Alain Finkiel- 
kraut, and Andre Glucksmann. The consecration of worldly philosophy 
by these serious press outlets not only served their interests in expanding 
readership, but also affirmed the journalists' own in-between intellec- 
tual status. 

For these media-philosophers and other intellectuals who appear 
frequently in the media, Bourdieu has reserved the intentionally loaded 
word collaborator^."^^ Besides the polemical intent, the term derives 
from a Bourdieu-inspired study showing how during the Vichy regime 
those cultural producers with the greatest store of capital specific to 
their field were the most inclined to resist the authorities, while 
those most dependent on heteronomous capital were the most likely 
to c ~ l l a b o r a t e . ~ ~  From a certain perspective, field theorists' hostility 
to media intellectuals is part of the very phenomenon they analyze, 
that is, the steady rise of journalistic power over that of sociologists 
and other relatively independent intellectuals. In the past, Bourdieu 
recalls, French intellectuals such as Raymond Aron participated directly 



in the media field but paid a price for it: Aron's credibility as a 
legitimate scholar, at least within France, was undermined. Intellec- 
tuals such as Sartre or Foucault also wrote for newspapers or political 
magazines occasionally, but generally had sufficient stature to set the 
terms of the relationship. In these encounters, journalists played re- 
spectful pupil to the intellectual as master t ea~her .~ '  Now the situation 
has been reversed to the extent that journalists see themselves as the 
equals if not the superiors of intellectuals. As Bourdieu found when he 
appeared on the television newsmagazine ArrCt sur images, the television 
journalist "presenter" has nearly complete control of the content of the 
discussion, the time allotted for responses, and the non-verbal signals 
that convey either approval or opprobrium to the viewing audience.32 
The media thus promote and favor those intellectuals willing to play by 
the rules of media engagement: entertaining, light, and quick dialogue. 

Thus it is not simply the content of television, but its rhythm and speed 
that produce effects. The "fast thinkers" favored by television only have 
time, even if they were not so inclined, to recycle those "received ideas" 
(idkes reques) that reflect and help reproduce the taken-for-granted status 

True philosophical and scientific reflection takes time to formu- 
late and time to understand, precisely because such thought usually 
runs counter to our common sense. And so television degrades the 
public debate and censors the articulation of truly oppositional 
thought. 

Field theory draws a parallel between the way that celebrity-intellectuals 
have used the media to bypass the scientific field and the way that 
demagogic political leaders (like Front national leader Jean-Marie 
Le Pen) have used the media to make an end run around the normal 
political process. Just as commerce corrodes and ultimately destroys 
science, political demagoguery and appeals to emotion are destructive 
of reasonable politics.34 

But the danger is not just present within the media field, keeping out 
those intellectuals (or politicians) who won't play by the media's rules. 
The "mentalit6 audimat" is entering inside the walls of the academy, as 
media exposure and public notoriety are taken into account by French 
university hiring and tenure committees. Increasingly, media conse- 
cration is seen as equivalent to the professional consecration of one's 
peers. Bourdieu and his colleagues argue that this is having disastrous 
results, allowing less-qualified persons to enter the scholarly professions 
and undermining the enforcement of strict scientific standards. 



The judiciary 

Even more than the field of philosophy, the French judiciary has tradi- 
tionally kept the press at arms length. Yet in 1992, Le Monde published 
a book entitled Les Juges parlent (The judges speak). Rkmi Lenoir 
asks: Just who are these judges who speak? Far from representing 
some random sample of all judges, or even those judges most respected 
by their colleagues, the judges who speak are "those judges whom 
journalists speak about." 35 

The granting of speech to a formerly silent judiciary began during the 
1960s when the overproduction of young jurists trained by the new 
~ c o l enationale de la magistrature clashed with the aging hierarchy 
who wanted to hold on to their privileged positions. This younger 
generation, by virtue of its new kind of professional preparation, also 
had different professional values (a different conception of the "good 
jurist") than the old guard. During the early 1970s, the new generation 
of jurists and especially those who were involved in the leftist Syndicat 
de la magistrature began cultivating a relationship with sympathetic 
young reporters at left-leaning dailies such as Le Monde and Libhation 
and the weekly Le Nouvel Observateur, whose own prestige and influence 
were growing along with the electoral prospects of the Socialist party. 

Via the media, activist judges were able to bypass the normal proce- 
dures of censure within the judicial field and speak directly to political 
representatives outside of the field. Today, many of the former union 
leaders hold positions at or near the top of the profession. What has 
changed are the functions and prestige of positions at the bottom of the 
profession, notably the '7uge d'instruction" (examining magistrate). 
Formerly a minor position, the sustained media alliance between young 
activist judges and reporters has raised its relative prestige and power, 
in the process pushing the entire field closer to the heteronomous pole 
and thus increasing the influence of media logic within the judiciary. 
Lenoir shows that media influence produced ambiguous results in the 
judicial field. Field theory, while often critical of media, is primarily a 
tool for dispassionately analyzing field dynamics and effects. 

Medical research 

In a third field case study, Champagne and Marchetti show how trans- 
formations in the journalistic field and its relations with the medical 



field helped produce and magnify a late 1980slearly 1990s public scan- 
dal over AIDS-contaminated blood provided to young hemophiliacs 
in ~ r a n c e . ~ ~  The authors' basic argument, similar to the American 
problematic of "social problems,"37 is that those aspects of the issue 
emphasized in the media were not necessarily the most significant or 
important, and that the media took as fact several aspects of the case 
that were strongly contested within the scientific community. 

As in the other media field analyses, Champagne and Marchetti examine 
both societal "external" and journalistic "internal" dynamics, begin- 
ning with the most general and moving to the most specific. During the 
1980s, the field of medicine became both more commercialized due to 
rising health care costs and more politicized, as the profession was 
forced to defend its share of public expenditures. Increases in the num- 
ber of doctors intensified competition within the field and contributed 
further to this commercialization. "Patients" became "clients." These 
changes combined with an increasingly educated and sophisticated 
public to take doctors off their old pedestals and to demand greater 
accountability from the medical profession. 

Within the journalistic field, a different set of changes was occurring. 
At the most general level, as noted, the print press was gradually losing 
its preeminence to commercial television. In concrete terms, this meant 
that the logic of the "Audimat" (France's equivalent of the Nielsen 
ratings), which tapped the instant preferences of the majority of the 
viewing public for dramatic, moving, and personal images, was replac- 
ing the logic of "institutional" news, which emphasized the policy 
agendas of the various government agencies.38 Within the print press 
field, Le Monde had lost its near monopoly of consecrating power, as 
other serious but less stodgy dailies such as Libdration (having adopted 
a new commercial formula in 1981, departing from the original activist 
mandate of such founders as Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir) and 
weeklies such as ~ ' ~ v d n e m e n t  du Jeudi set the standard with a more 
splashy, aggressive tone of coverage. 

Finally, within the small field of medical journalism, an additional set 
of changes set the stage for the eventual public crisis over contaminated 
blood. Until the 1980s, medical journalism had been dominated by Le 
Monde and in particular by the newspaper's doctor-turned-journalist 
medical writer. The retirement of this long-time correspondent in 1985 
combined with long-brewing external and internal changes - an over- 
supply of doctors that provided Le Monde's competitors with their 



own doctor correspondents, the decline of Le Monde's overall domi- 
nance of the media field, a new climate of more intense competition for 
readers and advertisers, and the increasing media-savviness of medical 
researchers who competed among each other for press contacts - to 
produce a new economy of medical information. 

This increased competition and division within the "specialized" sector 
of medical journalism undermined the capacity of specialists to place 
their expertise in opposition to the media "generalists" within the print 
sector and in television who saw in the contaminated blood affair not a 
complex scientific decision but a morally charged, emotional audience 
grabber. In the ensuing struggle over the dominant principle of hier- 
archization, the generalists who gradually took over coverage of the 
scandal, that is, succeeded in constructing the issue as a scandal, 
attempted to redefine the specialist-generalist distinction: whereas spe- 
cialists simply reprint information given to them, the generalists value 
the information that must be "sought out." Yet this self-serving distinc- 
tion hid another, Champagne and Marchetti argue, that of information 
that one understands and information that one does not understand. 
The generalists' ignorance of the most basic scientific aspects of the 
case left them unable to adjudicate fairly among the competing defini- 
tions of the problem, instead offering a conception of balance (rooted 
in political coverage but inappropriate for science) that gave voice 
to every dramatic or moving testimony, no matter how scientifically 
dubious. The generalist reporters would also magnify and ridicule 
every tentative hypothesis, such as testing the link between mosquitoes 
and HIV infection, undermining the capacity of researchers to conduct 
as broad a scientific investigation as possible. In theoretical terms, 
Champagne and Marchetti show how the increasing weight of the 
heteronomous pole in the media field strengthened the heteronomous 
pole within medicine, undermining the practice of medical research 
according to purely scientific principles. 

Countering media power 

Media field researchers do not simply offer a grim diagnosis of the 
news media and leave it at that: They argue that the first step toward 
change is to bring to consciousness the invisible structures of belief and 
practice that lead actors to unwittingly reproduce the system, even as 
they struggle within it. Only then can realistic action be achieved to 
change the situation. For instance, journalists who understand the 



pernicious effects of competition over scoops may begin to cooperate 
in new ways to address public issues in more meaningful ways. News 
analysis shows could not only expand their "guest" list to include the 
relatively marginalized and disenfranchised, but offer a sort of affirma- 
tive action, actively helping non-media professionals to feel comfortable 
and giving them extra time to articulate their oppositional, and thus 
not quickly summarized, views. 

Bourdieu and his colleagues insist that scholars have an obligation to 
make their research results available to the public, under "good con- 
ditions." Standards for entry into the social sciences should be raised 
and strictly maintained and researchers should frequently speak to 
audiences outside their field. Then, rather than Audimat-minded jour- 
nalists and their "bon client" intellectuals trading pre-packaged remarks, 
"real" intellectuals, consecrated by their peers, should join together to 
take collective control of the diffusion of their own ideas. And rather 
than bring down one's message to the level of the lowest common 
denominator, educational efforts should be taken to raise the level of 
the audience's understanding. Bourdieu does not hesitate to put such a 
project in its grandest terms, that is: 

One must defend the conditions of production that are necessary to bring 
about progress toward the "universal" and at the same, one must work to 
generalize the conditions of access to the universal, to see to it that more and 
more people fulfill the conditions necessary to appropriate the universal.39 

This anti-postmodernist credo on behalf of science and reason extends 
to Bourdieu's understanding of democracy, which is not the equivalent 
of instant consumer choices, but the "expression of an enlightened, 
rational collective opinion, of a public reason."40 

To combat the media's symbolic violence with scientific reason and 
thus to alter the functioning of the journalistic field, media field research- 
ers have sought to "intervene" directly in media-dominated public de- 
bates. La misere du monde, a thick compendium of research reports and 
direct testimonials on poverty and other forms of "social suffering" in 
France, was a best-seller and helped bring greater attention to issues 
ignored by the major political parties and the mainstream news media.41 
Sur la tilivision, published by Bourdieu's independent publishing 
venture, Liber-Raisons dxgir ,  was purposely kept brief to attract the 
widest possible audience. This "little red book" was a best-seller and 
prompted a firestorm of criticisms from journalists and intellectuals. 



More recently, Liber-Raisons d2gir published an inside "expos? of the 
French news media by Le Monde Diplomatique journalist Serge Halimi. 
Similar to Sur la television, Halimi's "little yellow book" has been at 
the top of the French best-seller lists.42 

Field theory in comparative context 

To see the distinctiveness of the media field paradigm, I now contrast 
its major conceptual and methodological features with those of the 
currently dominant models of media research: cultural, technological, 
political economy, hegemony, and organizational (see Table I ) . ~ ~  

The journalistic field: mapping the "mezzo" 

First, as illustrated above, "field analysis" provides an analytical frame- 
work that bridges macro-societal and micro-organizational approaches, 
situating the journalistic field in relation to the larger field of power and 
explaining how external forces are translated into the semi-autonomous 
logic of the journalistic field. Field theory clearly distinguishes itself 
from "vulgar Marxist" political economy approaches that seek to explain 
the news media's behavior by sole reference to its capitalist ownership 
and control.44 In similar manner, Bourdieu and his associates have 
spoken out against theorists, such as Regis Debray, who have over- 
emphasized the influence of new technologies.45 

Cultural approaches, though they are usually paired with other models, 
are analytically distinct from other approaches to the extent that they 
emphasize the overarching constraints of symbolic systems but down- 
play more mundane power struggles. Field theory's "structural construc- 
tivism" contrasts sharply with cultural semiotic approaches, represented 
by Roland Barthes and in much of Foucault, which fail to connect 
discourses to social structures. Bourdieu reserves his harshest criticisms, 
however, for the postmodern cultural theories of Jean Baudrillard and 
Guy Debord, criticizing the latter's "society of the spectacle" as offer- 
ing a "false cynical radicalism" that serves to suppress any real critique 
of the media.46 A more empirically-oriented French cultural approach 
that portrays television as the "most democratic tool in democratic 
societies" is that of Dominique Wolton and Jean-Louis ~ i s s i k a . ~  
From the perspective of field theory, however, Wolton and Missika's 
positivist approach and overly generous assessments of journalism's 



Table I. Field theory and other research models 

Type Major influences on news media 
behavior 

~ - - - ~  

Cultural National culture, symbolic systems 

Technological 	 Kinds of technologies (TV vs. 
print, etc.) 

Political Capitalist control 
economy 

Hegemony 	 Economic-political system 

Field theory 	 Semi-autonomous journalistic 
field which mediates outside eco- 
nomic and political influences 
Uniquely focuses on "mezzo-level" 
specific journalistic interests 

Organizational 	 Organizational constraints 

Relation between production and 
reception of media messages 

Passive audiences: Strong media 
conveys national culture 

Passive audiences: Technologies 
transform consciousness 

Passive audiences: Capitalist 
media convey pro-capitalist 
messages 

Passive audiences (but audiences 
retain capacity to "resist" and 
"recode") 

Rejects passive-active dichotomy: 
Media producers and audiences 
are linked by relations of 
homology, thus a "preaching to 
converted" effect 

Does not address audiences 

Focus on media and societal 
change? 

No 
Focus on reproduction 

Yes 
But changes only come with 
dramatic changes in technologies 

No 
Focus on reproduction 

No 
Focus on reproduction 

Yes 
Economic, demographic and 
technological changes interacting 
with logic of media field and 
relations with other fields may 
producechange 

Does not address change 

Media effects on society 

& 
0 

Reflectireinforce national 
culture 

Change consciousness and 
social relations 

Reproduce capitalism 

Reproduce hegemonic 

Change (or reproduce) 
societal status hierarchies, 
undermine optimal social 
conditions for production of 
scientific knowledge, 
undermine democratic 
"reason" in political field 

Limit or distort the range of 
information provided to the 
public 



role in society betray a lack of scientific and political independence 
from their object of research.48 

At the other extreme of micro-level approaches, organizational theories 
tend to focus only on individual media organizations or sectors of the 
media. Organizational studies emphasize the bureaucratic constraints 
imposed on journalists by their employing organizations and by the 
official agencies who serve as their chief sources.49 Field theory shares 
with the organizational approach a highly empirical approach and 
interest in the everyday practice of journalism. However, unlike most 
organizational studies, it takes care to relate particular media organ- 
izations to both their immediate institutional and broader societal envi- 
ronments. 

Field theory's relationship to historically and institutionally-grounded 
cultural and hegemony models is more complex. The media field model 
takes seriously the constraining power of culture as it manifests itself 
in professional practices, traditions, and codes. In this regard, there is 
an affinity with Herbert Gans's concept of journalistic "para-ideology" 
reflecting not only journalists' class background and position in the 
societal power structure, but also the particular historical development 
of a national culture and journalistic tradition. Field theory shares 
with the hegemony approach of Stuart Hall, Todd Gitlin, and Daniel 
C. Hallin a concern with how macro-structures of media power are 
linked to organizational routines and journalistic practice^.^' 

This concern with the intermediate level of society shares a certain 
affinity with at least some strains of American new institutionalism. 
Field theory may be compared to "new institutional" theories that also 
have conceptualized society in terms of semi-autonomous "institution- 
al logics" or "social problem arenasv5' In contrast to field theorists, 
however, new institutionalists tend to downplay economic power and 
power issues in general and they have not yet turned their attention to 
the news media. Some new institutionalists have called for a "synthesis 
of political and institutional approaches." 52 Field theory offers a promis- 
ing step in that direction. 

In general, the media field models positions itself between those ap- 
proaches that commit the "short-circuit" fallacy and link cultural pro- 
duction directly to the interests of broad social classes or the national 
society, and those that focus too narrowly on cultural producers with- 
out taking seriously the structured relation between the field of cultural 



production and its e n ~ i r o n m e n t . ~ ~  Field theory "Weberizes" media 
studies, while "structuralizing" Weber, by introducing the mediating 
social sphere of the journalistic "field" inside of which societal level 
conflicts are not simply reproduced, but refracted according to the 
specific logic of the field and the specific interests of professional jour- 
nalists. As a result, field theory places greater emphasis than other 
approaches on such phenomena as competition over scoops, the "revue 
de presse" in which journalists monitor the stories of their colleagues 
at other media outlets, struggles over access to sources, changes in the 
relative prestige of various news organizations, etc. 

The media field model's relational, spatial mode of thinking and his- 
toricized empirical approach could facilitate greater cross-national 
research on media systems.54 In particular, comparative research could 
adopt the concept of field to conduct detailed structural mapping of 
national media fields in relation to other major societal fields. Research- 
ers could then seek to show patterns in the relations between national 
fields of power and the internal logic and relations of power in each of 
their respective media fields. 

One problem with the concept of field, however, may become more 
evident as researchers attempt to use it for comparative research. The 
main difficulty arises from the frequent elision between economic and 
political interests, as in the phrase, "the pole of political and economic 
power."55 This formulation implies that the market and state work in 
tandem, whereas field theory's departure from vulgar Marxism would 
deny such a direct relation. Part of the problem in seeing the "state" in 
the Bourdieu school model is that it is defined operationally in at least 
three different ways for the case of France. In the first instance, the 
state, via its essential function of education, pervades contemporary 
western society at every level. Journalists, like all other social actors, 
owe certain essential characteristics of their worldview and their habitus 
to early state educational socialization, and their professional habitus, 
as noted, is influenced by state-sponsored or certified higher e d ~ c a t i o n . ~ ~  
Secondly, the state can be seen as largely synonymous with the field of 
power, or the struggle itself over the legitimate principle of vision and 
division in the social ~ o r l d . ~ '  In this regard, the news media, as in 
Gramsci, are not outside but within the state. 

There is, however, a third and more limited way in which the state is 
conceptualized in field theory, and this is in terms of the specific fields 
of "politics" and of "the higher civil service" or the ensemble of bureau- 



cratic fields.58 Grouped along the societal economic/cultural continuum, 
these specific state fields lie closer to the economic pole than the 
university or literary fields, and in this sense, they can be incorporated 
within a model of two basic species of power. Yet, like all other fields, 
the political and bureaucratic fields involve their own specific interests 
and engage in the larger field of power for supremacy. This is where the 
binary structuralist logic seems inadequate. If, by definition, fields are 
not reducible to outside interests, but always have their own specific 
interests, then the fields of politics and bureaucracy cannot be sub- 
sumed with the economic field into a single "heteronomous" power 
that vies with "autonomous" journalistic power. 

In principle, this question is to be resolved via empirical investigation: 
The issue is which form of capital - economic, bureaucratic, etc. -
exerts the dominant outside power within the field. Field case studies 
have highlighted the increasing and now dominant heteronomous 
power of the economic pole (and the particularly intense economic 
pressure represented by television's audience meters) within the jour- 
nalistic field. Champagne maintains that in contemporary western 
societies "political power is exerted on the press in the indirect form of 
economic power."59 However, this strong claim leaves aside the host 
of ways, sometimes at cross purposes to the optimal functioning of the 
market, in which state bureaucracies wield power over the news media, 
such as libel and public disclosure laws and norms governing official 
source-reporter relat i~ns.~ '  At other points, media field researchers 
acknowledge the complexity of field conflicts, but without addressing 
the contradictory implications for their binary model. 

Here is where a direct dialogue between field theory and hegemony 
models could reap the greatest benefits: One could retain field theory's 
emphasis that news production is in the first instance a result of the 
competition within the journalistic field itself, or simply, that journalists 
have their own interests irreducible to outside interests. But these out- 
side interests must be conceived of as themselves irreducible, multiple, 
and potentially contradictory. This conceptual adjustment may also 
require changes in the model's graphic representation, a cube or hexagon 
perhaps, rather than a square. 

That said, the actual field analyses by Bourdieu, Champagne, and others 
raise important empirical research questions, especially for Americans. 
Having had a commercially-dominated radio-television system almost 
from the beginning in the United States, questions of the effects of 



commercialization have seemed rather beside the point, if not quite 
difficult to study. The recent French experience, involving the relatively 
late privatization of radio and television, provides not only opportuni- 
ties for comparative research with the United States, but opens up in 
general the question of commercialization that has for so long been 
f~reclosed.~'By the same token, it is difficult for Americans to assess 
the effects that the lack of a strong intellectual field has had on our 
public life: The decline of intellectuals and academia in France, at least 
since Jean-Paul Sartre's death in 1980, and the rise of journalists and 
media intellectuals in France provides another case study to illuminate 
what is lost when journalists largely displace intellectuals in public 
debate. 

The notion of field also allows one to begin to consider global conver- 
gences in media organization and practices from a structural-relational 
perspective: As Bourdieu notes, for a field analysis to be complete, 
"one must take into account the position of a national media field in 
the world field and thus, for example, the economic and technical and 
especially symbolic domination of American television which is a 
model and a source of ideas, of formulas, and of procedures for many 
[French] j~urna l i s t s . "~~  Thus, the similarities and differences in French 
and American journalism may be related not only to their separate 
national traditions, but to their hierarchically-structured relations in 
the world media system. 

Media reception: complementing, not "resisting"production 

A second area where field theory challenges the dominant paradigms 
of media studies is in the relation between the production and recep- 
tion of news. Media researchers tend to study either the "objective" 
processes that generate media messages or the "subjective" processes 
of audience interpretation, but not both. The debate has thus arisen 
about the extent to which audiences are "active" in interpreting media 
messages, with political economy and to a lesser extent hegemony and 
cultural models concurring that audiences are relatively passive. In 
response, a number of audience studies pointed to the reality of audien- 
ces interpreting media messages in varied ways, but these researchers 
overstated their case by concluding that interpretation itself constituted 
resistance. Technological approaches, a la McLuhan, tend to take a 
highly determinist line.63 Most news organizational studies ignore the 
issue of audiences.64 



For Bourdieu and his colleagues, there is a basic homology between the 
producers and audiences for any given cultural product. Without any 
conscious attempt to match supply with demand (although this may be 
attempted as well), a new media outlet, simply by distinguishing itself 
and finding its own unique voice relative to the existing media enter- 
prises, will also find its audience. This follows from the hypothesis that 
all of society is structured around the same basic division between 
economic and cultural capital. Thus, there is a "pre-established harmony 
between two systems of interests [production and reception] ... one 
only preaches to the ~ o n v e r t e d . " ~ ~  To demonstrate this point, data are 
produced to demonstrate homologies between each class fraction's 
general cultural tastes, the class composition of the various media 
outlet audiences, and the general form and content of discourse in 
each media outlet.66 

Causality is taken to be circular and mutually reinforcing. On the one 
hand, the supply side "always exerts an effect of symbolic imposition." 
A newspaper is a "constituted taste, a taste that has been raised from 
the vague semi-existence of half-formulated or unformulated experi- 
ence" through the "work of professionals" (for taste, one could sub- 
stitute "interpretation" or "position"). On the other hand, "every 
change in tastes resulting from a transformation of the conditions of 
existence and of the corresponding dispositions will tend to induce, 
directly or indirectly, a transformation of the field of production, by 
favoring the success, within the struggle constituting the field, of the 
producers best able to produce the needs corresponding to the new 
dispositions."67 Resistance, to the extent that one can speak of such a 
term, is an inside game, produced within the field of small-scale pro- 
duction among avant-garde journalists, and among the corresponding 
fragments of the dominant classes, who in their own struggles for 
distinction, take up these new products. 

How does the rise of commercial television change this equation? As an 
omnibus or large-scale commercial medium, television "secures success 
and the corresponding profits by adjusting itself to a pre-existing de- 
mand."68 Thus, unlike the press of small-scale production, which to a 
certain extent is able to lead its readers while at the same time express- 
ing the tastes of dominant class fractions, commercial television acts at 
this level to reinforce the societal consensus.69 As cable television leads 
to the proliferation of news channels and programs, television may 
begin to operate more as an agent of class differentiation, as it already 
has in the United States. 



The other crucial aspect of television's relationship with its audiences, 
for field theory, is television's current capacity, as opposed to the print 
press, to measure (a constructed form of) audience attention almost 
minute-by-minute. Because of this kind of intensified audience pres- 
sure, or rather the perception of the legitimacy of this measure of the 
audience, television favors dramatic, emotional, and spectacularized 
forms of political action, and/or a reduction in the overall amount of 
political news in favor of non-political news. Yet this is not simply a 
process of giving the "mass" audience what it wants. The mass audience 
itself is the result of a process of construction. Champagne analyzes 
how the "Audimat" audience-meter has produced a particular kind of 
public opinion, the instant agglomeration of half-formed sentiments, 
that devalorizes all other representations of the public will - such as 
popular demonstrations and representative organizations ranging from 
labor unions to anti-racist or environmental organizations - and has 
thus reduced society's "margin of relatively autonomous reflection and 
action." 70 

Intimately related to the production-reception problematic have been 
questions of the interpretation of meaning. Wendy Griswold, for in- 
stance, has contrasted "interpretiveM-meaning oriented approaches 
with "institutional" approaches that ignore issues of meaning and re- 
duce "cultural phenomena to univocal indicators of social institutions," 
including Bourdieu among the latter.71 If anything, Bourdieu and his 
associates attempt to bridge the "interpretive" and "institutional." 
Field theory is concerned with how meaning is produced relationally, 
both via the play of difference among symbols and among the social 
agents who produce them. Of course, all messages, media generated or 
otherwise, are potentially "multi-vocal." But in practice, as the media 
field model emphasizes, messages are produced by particular producers 
for particular audiences, where the meanings, complex or otherwise, 
are understood if not always agreed upon. 

Various critics have also pointed out that Bourdieu's "class-based" 
cultural production and consumption system may be only one way in 
which cultural goods circulate. According to field theory, cultural pro- 
duction emanating from the journalistic field is both homologous and 
relatively autonomous from demand, but the emphasis is ultimately on 
the parallel nature of production and consumption. In contrast to this 
largely reinforcing model, Paul DiMaggio separates out "ritual classi- 
fication processes" that reflect social structure-generated demand, from 
three kinds of "classification processes" related to cultural production: 



commercial clas~ifications (comparable to field theory's large-scale 
production), professional classifications (comparable to small-scale 
production), and administrative classifications (which would incorpo- 
rate state bureaucratic pressures not entirely taken into account by 
media field analyses).72 DiMaggio offers an important critique of field 
theory, retaining the emphasis on the systematic nature of the relations 
between production and demand, while showing how multiple species 
of power complicate these relations and help account for variations 
across time and societies. 

What remains indisputably valuable in the Bourdieu school approach 
is an injunction to think of the relation between any particular news 
outlet and its audience more in terms of mutual adjustment than of 
persuasion and resistance. And following from this, that the real locus 
of struggle over meaning lies not in the relation between any particular 
set of cultural producers and their audiences, but among fields of 
cultural production (both producers and homologous audiences) that 
vie among themselves over the power to produce legitimate knowledge 
about the social world. 

News media and historical change 

The third major contribution of field theory is that it emphasizes the 
issue of media change, both how change is generated within the media 
field and how the media field itself is able to produce societal change. 
This is somewhat ironic since Bourdieu has often been dismissed as a 
theorist of reproduction. In the political economy and cultural models, 
societal change in general is characterized as minimal and the media's 
role largely reinforcing. Hegemony studies tend to retain, in the last 
instance, the political economy model's Marxist functionalism or at 
least an emphasis on reproduction or limited change.73 Organizational 
theories usually do not address the issue of change, partly because they 
have arisen out of ethnographic case studies.74 Although technological 
theories do offer a theory of change, they normally focus on changes 
over the long-term and isolate new technologies from their social, eco- 
nomic, and political context.75 

In field theory, changes in the structure of fields are produced from 
two basic sources. Since to exist in a field is "to differ,"76 a "dialectic 
of d i ~ t i n c t i o n " ~ ~  ensures the constant production of change as new 
actors attempt to enter and make their mark in the field. Upward and 



particularly downward mobility, so-called "deviant trajectories," are 
another major source of mismatch between disposition (habitus) and 
position that may threaten to unsettle a field.78 Finally, changes in 
closely related fields such as the university or politics, set in motion by 
their own internal dynamics, can have important cross-over effects on 
the journalistic field, and vice-versa.79 These hypotheses about the 
inner- and intra-field dynamics could contribute to important new 
research directions for Anglo-American scholars. 

But morphological changes will not have major effects, according to 
field theory, unless new entrants into the field are aided by a second 
kind of transformation: external factors such as "political breaks" or 
technological, economic, or demographic changes.*' Bourdieu does 
insist on the powerful determinative effect of the economic field in the 
contemporary historical context, but offers the caveat that "the rela- 
tions between fields . . . are not defined once and for all, even in the 
most general tendencies of their evolution."*' Pinto, in noting the 
"complex ensemble of relatively independent factors" driving changes 
in the philosophical field, emphasizes the kind of multicausalityg2 
argument that is most typical of media field studies. Despite Bourdieu's 
reputation as a grand theorist, his concepts of field, habitus, and 
capital are intended to be flexible tools for relatively open-ended 
empirical research. Ambivalence and lack of closure are thus partly 
i n t e n t i ~ n a l . ~ ~  

Methodologically, field theory introduces the distinctive approach of 
the "field case-study," in which the media field's relationship with 
another field is examined systematically over a period of years or 
decades. This approach is usually combined with a "social [pre-]historyx 
of the field, used as an "instrument of rupture" to help the analyst 
make strange the social world he or she after all also inhabits and takes 
for grantedg4 and to show more clearly how the current state of the 
field is due to complex historical changes. This approach allows for the 
simultaneous analysis of changing media institutions and changing 
social problem definitions, too often separated in the Anglo-American 
context. Media field studies feature extensive theoretical reflections, 
detailed ethnographic descriptions, and telling anecdotes. One cannot 
help but wish at times, however, that they would more often supplement 
these elements with the kind of quantitative macro-data (on media 
ownership, percentages of revenues from advertising, numbers of jour- 
nalists, trends in education and training, etc.) that they themselves 
argue is needed to understand fully field transformations. In some 



studies, the "weight" of a media enterprise or medium, its power to 
influence other agents within a field, is asserted rather than assiduously 
documented. 

For Bourdieu and his associates, the methodological and theoretical 
elements of their approach are linked to a political project. English- 
speaking scholars may have a hard time imagining intellectuals joining 
together to take collective control of the diffusion of their ideas. Yet if 
anything the rapid decline of serious news (far more "advanced" in the 
United States than in Europe) ought to prompt concerned academics, 
writers, and artists to criticize publicly and jointly the current state of 
mainstream journalism, to call for tougher FCC enforcement of tele- 
vision's obligation to serve the public interest, and to create new public 
spaces in which other logics than that of the market might prevail. 

Researchers less interested in political action would still benefit from 
considering a number of field theory's important insights: to conceptu- 
alize the media as a field of relations, to explain news media content by 
the specific interests of the journalistic field as well as by reference to 
external pressures, to take into account how news production and 
reception mutually condition each other, and to examine institutional 
changes in the media itself and how these changes affect the social 
epistemological conditions for the production of scientific and political 
knowledge. The challenge remains to integrate French field theory with 
new institutional and other "spatial" theories to develop and refine 
further this exciting research paradigm.85 
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Notes 

1 .  	 Paul DiMaggio noted early on Bourdieu's affinities with American "cultural-
organization" analysts such as himself, Paul Hirsch, and Richard Peterson. See 
Paul Dimaggio, "Review Essay: On Pierre Bourdieu," American Journal of Sociol- 
ogy 8416 (1979): 1472. More recently, Chandra Mukerji and Michael Schudson 
credit Bourdieu's "interest in examining both the 'supply'of a cultural entity.. . and 
the 'demand' for it." See their "Introduction," in C. Mukerji and M. Schudson, 
editors, Rethinking Popular Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1991), 33-35. But these observations have prompted little follow-up research, and 
references to Bourdieu are especially rare in studies of news organizations. 

2. 	 The collective aspect of Bourdieu's project has always been visible in his research 
team's journal Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, but Bourdieu's debt to 
original research by Patrick Champagne and others is particularly marked in the 
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